BRISBANE TECHNOLOGY PARK
connecting business & technology
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a premium location
Queensland's premier business and technology precinct
Brisbane Technology Park was
established in 1987 and is now a
nationally recognised precinct, spanning
33 hectares. Specifically tailored for
commercial, knowledge and innovation
businesses, Brisbane Technology Park is
now home to over 120 leading local,
national and international companies.
Comprising over 110,000m2 of existing
office, laboratory and technical space the
master plan of the park allows for a
further 55,000m2 of development to
be completed.

Situated at the southern confluence of
Brisbane’s arterial road system, Brisbane
Technology Park offers immediate
access to the Pacific, Gateway and
Logan Motorways. The CBD is only a
12 minute drive and the domestic and
international airports are just 20 minutes
away.
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amenity & business solutions
superior amenity and access to advanced support and technology,
for all your business needs
Key features of Brisbane Technology Park include:
 Attractive and comfortable business
environment.

 Established public and private
transport infrastructure with regular
and reliable services linking Brisbane
 A technology based business
Technology Park to the Gold Coast,
community with a forum of facilities for
Sunshine Coast and Brisbane CBD.
the interchange of ideas.
 Conference and meeting facilities at
 Excellent car parking availability in
the Brisbane Technology Park
reserved spaces or in very affordable
Information & Conference Centre.
parking pools.
 Award winning architectural design
 Conveniently located close to child
and quality facilities.
care facilities, fitness centres, retail
shopping and outdoor amenities.
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DESIGN & BUILD SUCCESS
Cook Australia, a leader in medical research and
product manufacturing, have operated their
Australian business out of Brisbane Technology
Park since 1989.
In 2010, Graystone acquired the old Cook facility
for redevelopment and implemented a seamless
relocation to a new award-winning facility designed
and constructed for Cook Medical.
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How your business requirement
can be delivered in 12 months:
Stage One
We prepare a detailed project brief.
Comprehensive project proposal is submitted.
Heads of Agreement executed to move
planning forward.

Stage Two
Detail design and specifications.

flexible design & build
the diversity of development sites allow for design solutions with
space and flexibility for premises to meet your specific needs

Document Agreement for Lease or Building
Design Agreement.
Development & Building Application process
completed.

Stage Three
The town plan and precinct master plans allow for a wide range of uses, including
office, laboratory, technical and storage areas. Building configurations from 3 to 5
levels and large or small floor plates can accommodate a diverse range of
commercial accommodation.
Each building is planned to be cost effective with a strong emphasis on high quality
and sustainable design features. Attractive corporate facilities in visual appealing
streetscapes provide excellent investment performance within Brisbane
Technology Park.

Contracts confirmed.
Construction starts.
Regular Project Control Group meetings to
review project progress.
Fit out fully integrated.
Practical completion and occupancy
commences.
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innovative design solutions
each new development involves innovative design consultants exploring
cutting-edge technologies, improved materials, affordability and building life
cycle planning to achieve quality and sustainability criteria
Built Form & Design Efficiency

Subtropical Design

 Large flexible floor plates.

 Balconies and break-out areas to be
integrated with landscape design.

 Up to twelve metres of natural light
provided to all prime office areas.
 Strong visual facades with common
themes throughout each precinct.
 Direct access to tenancies via
impressive foyers.
 Disabled access throughout all
buildings and precinct amenities.
 Secure allocated car parking and
designated pooled parking for staff
and visitors.
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 Strategic vegetation placement to
promote ventilation and maximise
natural solar shading and noise
abatement.
 Vegetation selected for the
landscaped areas will be of
Queensland varieties, known to be
both hardy and attractive in seasonal
extremes.
 Electrical and hydraulic services to
optimise the building environment
and energy costs.

precincts at BTP
The remaining areas for development in
BTP are in three distinct precincts, each
offering different building configurations
and price points. The focal point of
Brisbane Technology Park is the BTP
Conference Centre and BTP Information
Centre, a first point of enquiry for visitors
and potential occupants.
Proposed for the Innovation Precinct is
six new prestigious office buildings,
together with a hotel and multi level car
park complex.
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BTP Central offers a mix of technical and
office space in five new buildings with a
new multi level car park to shortly
commence construction.
The Brandl Precinct has two remaining
development sites on four freehold titles
with potential to include office, technical
and storage areas in purpose
built facilities.
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btp central precinct
located at the heart of Brisbane Technology Park, this landmark site
offers over 25,000m2 of quality office space, car parking and landscaped
common areas
The BTP Central precinct offers proximity
to other industry leaders, outstanding
amenities and flexible property solutions.
The scale of flexibility at BTP Central
enables companies to move premises
easily as their business expands
or contracts.
The 2.9 hectare site was previously
occupied by Cook Medical Australia,
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who have since relocated to a new $30
million purpose built facility, designed and
constructed by Graystone. An existing
building has been refurbished in the
precinct and with the development of a
further seven buildings, the site is set to
be regenerated into a vibrant business
community.
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Under construction
50% leased
1,250m2 available
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Pre committed to
Queensland Health
100% leased

Completed
Fully leased
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innovation precinct
the precinct will include a hotel, 4 level car parking station, conference
facilities and five new office buildings to complete the precinct
The Innovation Precinct offers unrivalled
exposure to both Miles Platting and
Logan Roads. Adjacent to the BTP
Conference Centre, this new precinct will
extend the existing Clunies Ross
corporate boulevard, which includes
cafes and other commercial services.

occupants. Secure under cover car
parking services the buildings from a
basement level beneath. Up to 20,000m2
of business accommodation is planned
with tenancies as small as 200m2 on
flexible tenancy terms available as
autonomous suites and serviced offices.

The precinct master plan is designed
around a central park, providing great
vistas together with open space for all
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brandl precinct
sustainable design features promote functionality in this attractive multi-purpose facility,
already under construction
The Brandl Street precinct is the latest
precinct within Brisbane Technology Park
to commence construction.
The precinct is located with direct access
to Logan Road and the Logan Motorway
to the south, and access to Miles Platting
Road, the Gateway Motorway and the M1
to the north.
Car parking is provided on site, on street
and through the proposed car parking
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station to be located in the adjacent
precinct, BTP Central.
The precinct consists of three sites bound
by Bulimba Creek Reserve. All sites have
been designed to take the reserve into
account, which has resulted in great
design outcomes enhancing both the
internal and external spaces. Generous
common area has been included both
within the large foyers and through open
common areas external to the building
envelope.

The precinct is significantly above the
Q100 flood level and is a designated
flood free zone.
Neighbouring cafes, post boxes, printing
services and conference facilities all
provide the highest level of support to
businesses within the precinct.
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the graystone difference
with over 27 years of property experience, Graystone has earned
an enviable reputation for producing exceptional commercial and
industrial precincts
A precinct approach
Graystone selects locations that present
natural advantages to commercial and
industrial tenants and then seeks to
enhance the business environment in
which it invests.
Tenant flexibility
When tenants experience changes to
their facility requirements, Graystone
takes a flexible approach to leases and
works to move, upgrade or downsize the
tenant within the precinct and the
Graystone portfolio.
Room to grow
As Graystone precincts grow and gather
momentum the scale of the investment
holdings provide greater flexibility to
internally relocate tenants.
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Building on the streetscape
Occupying space within a managed
precinct provides a commercial
environment responsive to tenant
requirements. The precinct is maintained
and presented to high corporate
standards with an emphasis on flexible,
practical and affordable building
solutions.
Sustainable development
Graystone buildings are designed with a
whole lifecycle focus on energy, water
and occupancy efficiency.
To ensure optimum energy efficiency
Graystone employs a team of accredited
Green Star, NABERS and Commercial
Building Disclosure professionals to
guarantee the operational impact on the
environment is minimal.

New BTP buildings all provide;
 Individual work spaces or entire

buildings tailored to meet your
specific needs.
 5 star NABERS rated buildings.
 Superior staff amenity.
 Optimum space utilisation.
 Flexible office layouts.

61 Park Road
Milton QLD 4064
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